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Now



Dosis Export

01/02 1.430.071

02/03 1.480.298

04/05 1.561.547

06/07                 1.687.266

2010                  1.800.000

Year semen

88/89 100.000

91/92 500.000

92/93 850.000

93/94 1.200.000

98/99 1.400.000



International Sales 2007/2008

1.800.000 dosis export

70.000 dosis SiryX export

USA 

lifetime cows:

only two years

Holland

life time 

cows 3.5 

years

CRV number 1 in the 

world (turnover)



Farming systems for Pakistan

Small farmers



Farming systems for Pakistan



Important items

 1.     What kind of milking cow need Pakistan

 2. Housing system

 3      Feed and feedingsystem

 4 Health Assesment

 5 Knowledge 



What kind of breed?

 prod  kgs/day   year

 1. Local cow 10 kg/day  3000

 2. Crossbreed local x HF 15 kg/day  4500

 3. Imported cows  (Australia)

Jersey  x HF 22  kg/day    6600

Jerseys  18  kg/day    5600

 Holstein Frisian 24  kg/day    7500



Different breeds

HF X Jersey

Jersey

Holstein Frisian



Dairy, dual-purpose and beef breeds



What kind of cow?

 Economic  cow

rumen capacity

 Components

milk  +

fat + protein    !

 Size:

tall ?

medium size !

Medium size cow, most 

economic cow !!!

Dutch Holstein Frisian 

cows:  highest in 

components



Rumen important
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Housing Management

 Dairy cattle have to be well-housed to 

benefit optimally from their                

genetic potential

Animal welfare



Stable with comfort

 More intake of dm  --->     1.5 - 3 KG MILK 

EXTRA

 Reducing of costs    ---->     175 Euro/cow/year

ProFarm  projects (stables) gives 

guarranty with high stable  cow 

comfort!!!
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Basic elements for planning 

housing facilities

 Climatic conditions

temperature  (10 ° Celcius)

humidity     

rainfall

snow

wind

 Milking parlour

cows : max 1,5 hours in the holding area

milker: max 2,5 hours (family farm system Holland)
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Total surface of the animal

Heat production and humidity 

Watt
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Example of a tie-up stall
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Example of barn with feeding 

system outside
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Free-stall barn   (2+2)
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Free-Stall  (2+1)
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Free stall Ukraine
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Free stall with straw
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Spreading straw



Farm Pakistan

With good ventilation and soaking system
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Good ventilation important

 Air-outlet

open system  40 cm

Outlet too small !!

Inlet need to be three 

times moore than outlet
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Outlet with protection against 

water

Outlets too small !!



Length of the box

Welfare norm

Length of box  2.75 m   Knee beam till back beam : 1.96 m    

Length Neckbeam till backside(back beam)   2.15 cm

 Norm Mr Wandel Germany:

 sRL x 1,11= ……+ 20 (headhole) 

 + 75 + 10( back beam) cm =... cm

 How cow stands up:

 1. Head of the cow goes in front in combination with knees

 2.    Behind legs goes up

 3.    Fore legs goes up

 Cow start first with behind legs --> measure not good
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Cow boxes (1)

 Cow gets up --> 60 - 70 cm forward,

 need enough space for head

 Optimum widths boxes

110 to 115 cm 

(depends on size of 

cows)

(3% teat damage)

 Sidewall of boxes must be open

- R box

- Floor -mounted box
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Cow boxes (2)

 Comfortable bedding important

 Boxes need soft, dry and hygienic bedding 
material
Chopped straw

Saw dust
 0,5 - 1 kg 

per cow daily

Rubber mats
 lifetime 10 years

Bedding mattresses
 Shredded rubber, 75 €

 Water  120 €

Sand
 about 3 kg/day

Rubber is isolating

Rubber on places 

where the cows turns 

on her claws !!



Filling of a box

 15-20 cm sand or sawdust in box:  important

 cow lays down  (for ruminating) 13 - 14 hrs/day

 < 10 cm  sand or sawdust 12 hrs /day

 Cow mattresses 13 - 14 hrs/day



Confortable bedding important

 Boxes need soft, dry and hygienic bedding 
material
Chopped straw

Saw dust
 0,5 - 1 kg 

per cow daily

Rubber mats
 lifetime 10 years

Bedding mattresses
 Shredded rubber, 75 €

 Water  120 €

Sand
 about 3 kg/day



Quality of floor

 Concrete :  normal

 Soft floor better :  step longer (80 cm)

 Rubber : + 1.5 kg dm intake

 Dry floor





Organise your manure in a 

good way

Not like this



Anti slip on the concrete

 Slipping cows:

 Concrete/beton

 Normal concrete: 56 %

 With grooves  Ξ      29 %

( 40 mm wide)

 ¨ ¨ ‡ 11 %

( 60 mm wide)

 ¨ ¨ diagonal 16 %

( 60 mm wide)

 Groove  upper side  5 mm

 Groove  dept 5-7 mm



Feeding rack

Feeding rack high enough?

Feeding alley + 15 cm?
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Walking alley with straw

Protection of 

cows with soft 

hooves

Laminitis

Probleme; 

feeding cows 

too much 

concentrate
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Walking alley with rubber mat

 Price: 50 Euro m2

 Cow shows more heat 

signs
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Provision of light

 Daylight --> 5 - 10% of the floor surface area 

 Artificial lighting 

- 60 watts of fluorescent

lighting per 5 cows

- 1 watt per m2

 Feeding during the 

evening with good light --

increases milkproduction 

by 10 %
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Light above the cows. 10.00 

o´clock in the evening
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Light till 12 o’clock in the night 

for heifers?

 Heifers like to eat at night

 - heifer don’t like concurence of old cows

 Holstein heifer in Holland --> eats  9,6 times/day

 What time eats the heifer: 

 around milking time 7 a.m.

 17 

p.m.

 after pushing feed to 

feedingrack



Good feeding method the basis

 High genetic potential cows  

-> need good nutrition

 Dry matter: Daily intake for a 

high producing cow is 4% of 

their live weight

 Cow 700 kg  4x7= 28kg dm

 Dm roughage: 1,8 - 2,5 kg 

dm per 100 kg live weight



Feed and Feedingsystem

 Alfa Alfa structure/cellulose/proteine

hay     !

green ?

 Maize silage       energy

green  ? Lot of flucuation

Silage  ! Cow likes every day the same ration     

 Wheat straw cellulose/fiber

 Rhodos grass     hay / fiber

 Rice straw cellulose/fiber
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Provision of water

 Water provider per 30 - 40 cows
 Dry cows 30 - 60  lt/day

 Cow 10 kg milk 30 - 70  lt/day

 Cow 30 kg milk 90 - 150 lt/day

 Cow 50 kg milk 100-200 lt day

 Calves  < 1 year   5 - 15 lt/day

 Calves 1 - 2 year 15- 25 lt/day

 Bull for meat        20- 60 lt/day

 Sheep/goats        1,5 - 6 lt/day

Dry cows  --> individual water supply possible

Temp: 7 – 15°C   (temp 30 – 33°C increase intake 

with 3.4 – 6%)



Water temperature important



Ration Pakistan

Cow 650 kgs

 Dm Vem/gr    Proteine        Total DM    VEM    Prot

 2.5 kg  Rhodos grass hay 86%   700        80 2.15    1505     172

 28 kg  Maize fodder             20%   900        90                         5.6      5040     504

 6   kg  Bersim                      16%   1000      120                        1.0 1000    120

 8kg    7545    796

 1.5 kg Rape Seed Cake       90%   850        143                       1.35     1147   193

 3.0 kg Ground corn               87%  1103       83                         2.6      2867    215

 1.5 kg Sunflower meal          90%   940        87                         1.35    1269    117

 2.0 kg Cotton Seed               91%  1138       63                         1.82    2071    114

 1.0 kg Maize gluten              90 %  1213       470                       0.9      1091    423

 1.75 kg Soyabean meal        87%   1002       222                       1.5      1525   333

 0.5 kg  Molasses                   73%    630        38                         0.4 252      15

 10 kg/dm 10222  1410



 0.06 kg  Urea

 0.5 kg DCP

 0.125 kg vit/mineral

 18     17768   2206

 Cow 650 kg needs by 4.5% Fat and 3.5 %Prot  for 24 kg                  17600    1530



Maize not cracked

concentrate pieces too large 



Health Assesment  



 Healthy animals give an optimal milk yield

 Prevention: detect sickness at an early stage

 Foot and udder infections can lead to a 20% lower 

milk yield

 Animal behaviour-->   relation human - animal 

important  

Stress by cows can lead to 38% lower milk yields



Health Assesment (normal 

situation at the farm)

 Disease Norm your farm?

 Milkfever <  10%                          ?

 Retained placenta <   5% ?

 Abortion <   5% ?

 Clinical Mastitis < 20% ?

 Cellcount milk in tank  < 200.000 c/ml ?

 Lameness < 15% ?

 Dying calves <   5% ?

 Scour calves < 10% ?





Check the health status of your 

herd (1)

 Frequent, close checks for Health status

Make it a habit to check your herd on a daily basis

 One of members of the management team is 

responsible

 Watch the herd

Compare the cows in the herd

Compare the different groups

Watch during milking



Check the health status of your 

herd (2)
 How to watch the herd?

 - Are the cows spread over the 

whole place?

 - Are the cows using the walking roads and boxes?

 - Too much cows at one place?

 - Cows need to stop?

 - Conflicts?

 - Does everything goes uniformly?



Take your time for observation



The individuel check

 Take a cow out when she behaves differently

Tie her up

 Let the cow rest before beginning the inspection

 the heart-beat needs

to be normal

 the breathing level 

needs to be normal



Five steps

 1.  General impression of the cow

 2.  Check the respiration system

 3.  Check the heart-beat

 4. Check the temperature

 5. Keep an eye on the cow during the following 

days



General Impression of the 

animal (1)

 Activity     Alert?

Attention to her surroundings? 

 Ears active? 

 Ruminating?

 Body condition and rumen filling

Look behind the cow for the full rumen (left side)

Look for the consistence of the manure of the cow



Condition of the cow

Condition score
 Stage of the cow    

 How many days in production?

Fill rumen
 Intake



General Impression of the 

animal (2)

 Hair

A healthy cow looks fine and shiny

A sick cow has long and rough hair

 Abnormalities

The feet

Locomotion score

Udder

Mucous membranes



Respiratory System

 Healthy cow breathes easily

 exhales 10 - 30 times per minute

 a calf exhales more (around 30)

 Respiratory disease

 a cracking sound can be heard on the rib cage above 

the hearth

 Breath that smells strongly of acetone indicates 

ketosis



Heart function and heartbeat

 Heart  function is important

1 kg milk requires 400 litres of blood

 Heart rate

 normal rate: 60 - 80 beats a minute

 higher than 80 -->  infection, heart loses its capacity

Afflicted valves--> unable to process the bloodstream-

-> heart oedema --> culling cow
 The heart can be found behind the left elbow

 Feel  and  count the heart-beat by using the arteries
 artery of the tail



Body temperature

 Body temperature healthy cow between  38 - 39ºC

Cow in heat 1/2 ºC higher

 Cow with fever several parts will feel cold, 

Ears

Tail

Teats

Cow feels cold --> drop body temperature--> ketosis



Milk production

and follow-up

 If no problems are detected, control the cow in 

the following days 

 Milk production normally decreases 50 - 120 

gr./day

 If you don’t trust the situation --> call your 

veterinarian 





Persistence of a normal cow



Behaviour of the cow

How does the cow walk?

Movement of the cow?

Skin problems?

Hock problems?



Behaviour of a cow

Difference in research by calves and cows in different 

stages

80                   *

60                         *

40 *

20          *

0     *

A     B     C     D     E

A - calves  0 - 2  months

B - calves  2 - 12 months

C - heifers 13 - 24 months

D - heifers  2 years

E - cows     3 years and older

( Research Murphy et al (1981)



Behaviour of a cow (2)

 Cow gives different signs 

 Positive sign for a cow is

Good quality feed (concentrate)

 Negative signs (punishment of the cow) (afraid)

Pain   -->  vaccination

 injection

Slipping floor

Intestines of the cow  ( poisoning)
-->  bad silage

-->  poisonous plants



Cow comfort important

Imitating the movements in the meadow 

is important
 Stature  of the cow                     Box measure

 Dutch cow till now                       1,10 - 115 cm wide 

(680 kg)                                          (norm 1999)

1.22 cm (norm 2006)

 140 - 150 cm  ( 740 kg) 1,19 - 1,27 cm wide

 > 150 cm > 127 cm



Sleeping comfort important

 Cow is laying down 14 hrs/day

 Cow goes  9 till 11 times into box

 Ruminating 5 - 9 hours

 When cow is laying down > bloodstream

 Laying down   1 hour extra  ------>   1 kg more 

milk 

 Experience in Holland

 Good cow comfort:   cow lays down   14 - 15 hrs

 Bad cow comfort                “       “           8 - 10 hrs



Active and hungry cow 

Cow needs to be powerful

Cow needs to  survive in all conditions

Cow needs to be brutal

Breeding program important (CRV BETTER COWS 

BETTER LIFE)



Behaviour of a cow

 To cut a tail?
 Leptospirosa

 Tail of a cow important
Sweeping

Against flies



Eye infection



Pink eye



What kind of manager are you?

Cow manager?
 Feels how to work with cows

 Knows what is welfare for a cow

Managers who like computer or technique
 They often forget the signs of a cow

Managers who like to reduce the cost?
 Forget to invest

Managers of a production unit?
 Like industrial farming system

 Planning by paper 

 Work with groups, no time for a individual cow  



Thank You  !!!


